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New Haven 453T .22LR semi-auto rifle by Mossberg with 18" barrel and detachable magazine. An older style

rimfire rifle with a nice stock that has a folding fore-grip and sling swivels. Fitted with a Crossman 4x15 simple

scope. Accurate but a little ammo fussy - runs well on particular brands, not so well on others - £200 (used)

Spikes Tactical .22LR semi-auto rifle with 12" barrel, threaded 1/2"x28 UNEF and fitted with an A2 type muzzle device.

Telescoping butt stock, flared magwell addition, ambi-safety catch, free-float forend. Less than 1000 rounds from new.

Runs best on HV ammo such as CCI Mini-mags - £750 (used)

Ruger 10-22 semi-auto rifle in an Archangel G36 conversion kit with two 25 round magazines. Folding stock,

open sights and accessory rails. Clamp on flash hider and alternative faux moderator shroud - £400 (used)

Ruger 10-22 semi-auto .22LR rifle with 18.5"stainless barrel, adjustable irons sights, threaded 1/2"x20 UNF.

Hogue over-moulded stock and 10 round magazine. Complete with scope rail - £450 (new)

Valtro PM5 Section One pump action, magazine feed shotgun. 7+1 capacity. 

External chokes available - £400 (new)

Mauser M18 .308 Bolt action rifle with 22" hammer forged barrel, threaded 15x1mm. Polymer stock with clip out recoil pad

with storage for pull through, etc. Heavy duty bolt with three locking lug and a three position safety. Removable five round 

magazine. Fitted sling studs. Very nice trigger pull. Large ball bolt handle - £599 (new)

Barton bases for this rifle - £30 and 30mm Barton rings - £43

Remington .308 SPS 20" heavy barrel rifle, threaded 5/8"x18 UNF. Fitted into Hogue Rubberised black

stock with oversize KRG bolt knob & 10 round detachable magazine & 20MOA steel scope base - £850 (NOS) ---- SOLD ----

Ruger M77 Hawkeye Long Range Tactical rifle in 6.5mm Creedmoor with heavy profile 26" barrel, threaded 5/8"x24 and a 1:8 twist rate.

Controlled feed Mauser type action with 3 position safety. Two stage target trigger. 10 Round AI type magazine, heavy synthetic stock

with adjustable cheek riser and spacers for length of pull. Lower M-Lok rail and rail section supplied. 5R rifling and hybrid muzzle 

brake  - £1500 - (new) 

10 round magazine. Muzzle thread protector - £555 (new)

Tikka T1X-MTR .22LR bolt action rifle with heavy 16" blued barrel, threaded 1/2"x20 UNF. Synthetic stock and
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CZ 452 2E ZKM .22LR bolt action rifle with 24" barrel, threaded 1/2"x20 UNF. Front sight present, rear sight not present.

Hogsback type stock, 10 round magazine, scope rings and 6-24x50 AO IR scope. Sling studs removed and two redundant

additional screw holes present in forend. Good bore and an ideal field rifle - £250 (used)

New Remington 783 bolt action rifle in .308 with 22" threaded barrel, dual pillar bedded and free floating.

Detachable 4 round box magazine and threaded 1/2"x20 for moderator. Blade type adjustable Cross Fire

trigger (2.5 to 5lbs). Super Cell recoil pad. - £475 (new)

Anschutz Match 54 .22LR single shot target rifle, 26" heavy barrel in a right hand stock. Butt plate adjusts for height.

Forend accessory rail.  Fitted Anschutz sights, good bore, decent crown and nice trigger - £375 (used)

Savage Model 11 Scout rifle in .308 with 18" threaded barrel and factory muzzle brake. Forward mount scout scope

rail, fixed front sight and adjustable aperture rear sight. 10 round magazine, adjustable trigger, butt spacers and

soft rubber butt pad, adjustable cheek riser and large bolt handle - £750 (new)

scope mounts and a Simmons 3-9x40 riflescope. Nice wood and a good bore. Retains iron sights front and rear - £275 (used)

CZ 601 ZKK .243 bolt action sporting rifle with 24" barrel. Hooded front sight and drift adjustable rear sight.

5 shot floor plate internal magazine, 1" rings and sling swivel. Good bore, throat and crown - £325 (used)

CZ452 .22LR bolt action rifle with semi-weight 20" barrel and sporter profile stock. Fitted scope mounts and a 

Hawke Varmint 8-32x44 AO scope. 10 round magazine and a pepperpot type muzzle brake. Offered for sale on 

behalf of a customer - £350 (used)

CZ511 .22LR semi-auto rifle with 22" threaded barrel and SAK sound moderator. Hogs back type stock, sling swivels. Fitted with 
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Chiappa Model 1887 lever action 12-bore Mare's Leg shotgun - 18.5" full cylinder barrel, walnut grip and panels,

colour case hardened receiver, bead brass front sight. The is a UK Legal Section 1 firearm - so an FAC is required to 

purchase. 5 shot capacity - £1100 (new). Additional shoulder stock also available ---- SOLD ----

of weaver style scope bases - £600 (used) inclusive

Carl Gustafs 1867/74 rolling block type rifle with a Birmingham nitro proofed 34" heavy octagonal barrel chambered

for the .450/.400 2 3/8" BPE Cartridge (10.3x60R European). The whole having been nicely refinished and offered with

a set of loading dies and brass for reloading - being offered only as a Section 1 Licensed firearm - £800 (used)

Sig SHR 970 bolt action rifle in 25-06. 22" sporter weight barrel , threaded 1/2"x20 UNF. Black systhetic stock and silver

finshed barrel and reciever. Solid 3 lug bolt system and detachable 3 round magazine. Fitted with a Walther 4-12x50 CI

scope, rings and mounts - an accurate and lightweight fox/deer rifle - £500 (used)

Henri Pieper .22 BB Cap Flobert type saloon rifle from around 1870/1880. Rolling block type action with octagonal

 barrel. Average condition give age - still shoots a good group. - £125 (Well Used)

Mid 1970's Remington 552 Speedmaster .22LR semi auto rifle. In average to good condition for age. Can handle

.22 long and short rounds in its tubular magazine. Good Bore. BSA low power scope - £100 (used)

Sabatti TLD Red 6.5x47mm Lapua bolt action rifle with 28" heavy MRR Barrel, threaded 5/8"x24 UNEF

and supplied with a Predator 12 Sound Moderator. Adjustable cheekpiece. 3 x Magazines, 20 MOA rail,

ERA-TAC scope rings, Bushnell Elite Tactical 34mm Tube FFP 4.5-30x50 scope with G2DMR reticle. Cased.

Bipod adaptor. Large bolt handle - £3000 (new, package deal)

A fairly uncommon Remington Rider No.9 single barrel 12-bore ejector shotgun. Made from 1902 to 1910 this

example has a 32" brass bead sighted barrel with 2 1/2" chamber and 1/2 fixed choke. Near to zero play in the 

removable hinge pin and tight on face too. A clean bore with no dents or ding. One small abrasion to the barrel 

near to the muzzle. Side lever is to cock the shotgun - £125 (used)

Swedish Carl Gustaf Model 1870 12.17x44mm rolling block carbine from 1877. Offered as a Section 58(2)

antique and curio, for which no licence is required. Converted to cetrefire from rimfire, as may Swedish

rolling blocks were. Reputedly used by The Royal Hussar Regiment, Jamtlands Cavalry Hunter Battalion

and the Royal Horse Lifeguard - £800 (used)

Browning A bolt rifle in .243 with 20" stainless sporter barrel, threaded 1/2"x20 UNF and supplied with an ASE

Jet Z Compact sound moderator. Fitted Harris SL bipod and leather sling. Hinged floorplate magazine and a pair
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Pedersoli .36 Calibre Le Page percussion pistol with a 10" stainless octagonal barrel - £300 (used) ---- SOLD ----

CZ 550 bolt action rifle in .22-250 calibre. 24" barrel with iron sights and 1" rings included. Set trigger that

can also be used in the standard manner. Nice wood with a few light cabinet/transit marks.  Removable 

magazine - £300 (used)

Sabatti .22LR Semi Auto Rifle. Sleek heavy barreled Italian rifle that use the Ruger 10-22 magazine platform.

Supplied threaded 1/2"x20 with almost invisible  thread protector and 11mm dovetail rail for scope mounting.

Scope, rings and moderator are not included. £150 - Brand New, old stock

Ruger Precision Rimfire rifle .22LR with heavy 18" barrel threaded 1/2"x28 UNEF in an adjustable tactical style chassis.

Stock adjustable for cheek height and length of pull, 15 round Ruger 10-22 type magazine, trigger with safety blade,

large bolt handle, free float forend and AR15 type grip and safety lever - £625 (new)

Browning Maral .308 straight pull rifle with 20" fluted barrel, threaded 14x1mm with thread protector and hi-viz sights.

Fitted with scope base and supplied in Browning hard case with additional transport cover. Four round detachable magazine.

Rifle butt is easily removed for compact transport in its factory case. Complete with QD sling - from 2015 and with a very low 

round count - £1050 (used)

Intermarco .45 calibre black powder percussion target rifle with 32.5" octagon to round barrel, colour case hardened lock plate,

horn forend tip, nice chequering, boxed Creedmore type sights (2 front heights and 3 front apertures), Recoil butt pad and

leather sling. Good bore - £650 (used)

Kriss DMK22 .22LR semi auto rifle with 15 round magazine, flip up sights, free floating handguard, 16" barrel threaded 1/2"x28 UNEF

and fitted muzzle compensator. Adjustable stock, AR-15 parts compatible and designed to take after market 10/22 type barrels.

In stock in Black - £875 or FDE at £925

Mauser Model 1908 Brasilia in 7x57mm. Very nice wood and metal finishes with very little discolouration or staining to the bolt 

group. A good crown and minimal throat erosion. Rifling is present and strong, though dark and lightly pitted in the grooves due to

the past use of corrosive ammunition. Matching numbers on a nice DMW Manufactured example with the Brasilian Crest - £500 (used)

Harrington & Richardson Model 300 .22/250 Mauser actioned sporting rifle. 22" plain barrel, integral magazine with drop down floor plate. Fitted with Warne steel scope 

bases. Right hand stock with roll over cheek piece, pistol and forend cap, fitted sling studs. A good 1970's period stalking rifle with a good bore and crown - £250 (used) 
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Ruger M77 Hawkeye Long Range Tactical rifle in .300 Win Mag with heavy profile 26" barrel, threaded 5/8"x24 

with a Predator 12 Sound Moderator. Controlled feed Mauser type action with 3 position safety. Two stage target

trigger.  AI type magazine & additional actual AI magazine, heavy synthetic stock with adjustable cheek riser and 

spacers for length of pull. Lower M-Lok rail and rail section supplied. 5R rifling and hybrid muzzle brake

£1250 (used) - round count of 700 rounds from new

Antonio Zoli Taiga 6.5x55mm bolt action rifle with 20 5/8" sporter weight barrel, threaded 1/2"x20 UNF. Synthetic

soft touch carbon effect stock with studs and sling swivels. Fitted with an ERA-TAC steel scope base. Burris Steel Z

Rings and a Minox ZL3 3-9x40 BDC Scope. Supplied with manufacturer case - £1275 as a package deal

CZ Model 550 Rifle in .22-250 calibre. 24" barrel, not threaed with front sight and rear sight base. Mauser type

action with detachable magazine. Complete with scope mounts and Edgar Bros 3-9x40 scope. Fitted sling studs.

£250 (used)

GSG 1911 .22LR long barrel pistol, standard black. With 10 round magazine, spare fornt sight elelments and hard

storage/transport case. Faux moderator barrel shroud - £450 (new) ---- SOLD ----

Fabarm Iris .308 Winchester take down rifle with 24" semi-weight barrel fitted with adjustable hi-viz iron

sights. Scope rail also provided. Detachable magazine. 3 lug bolt. Supplied in factory carry case with slip for 
each component and space for spare barrel and bolt. Sling swivels and take down keys included. 

£1000 (unused and boxed)

Unusual Musgrave straight pull .22LR rifle. Detachable magazine, threaded for moderator, open sights.

Reversible bolt operation for right or left hand use. Nice wood and metal finishes - £350 (used)

CZ 527 American .223 bolt action rifle with a 22" light sporter profile barrel. 5 round magazine. Black synthetic 

stock with sling swivels. Picatinny scope rail , scope mounts and a Nikko 3-9x50 scope - £495 (used)

Ruger 10-22 .22LR semi-auto stainless steel carbine with synthetic stock. 19" barrel with iron sights and threaded 1/2"x20 

UNF. 10 round magazine. Direct to receiver Weaver scope rings and a Tasco 4x44 power scope - £275 (used) ---- SOLD ----
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KOFS Sceptre 20-bore over and under shotgun with 30" multi-choke barrels, vent rib and front bead sight.

Ardesa .40 Calibre 'D H Hilliard' Model under hammer percussion target rifle. Colour case hardened reciever, with 

Nice dark figured wood and having seen very little use - £1250 (used)

Savage .22LR bolt action rifle with detachable magazine. 21" stainless barrel with Hi-Viz iron sights and threaded 1/2"x20

for a sound moderator. Black sythetic stock. Fitted with scope mounts and a Simon 8-Point 1.5-5x32 scope. Offer in a black

cloth gun slip at £200 (used)

Parker Hale .308 Winchester Model 1300 'Scout' rifle with 19.5" barrel, threaded 15x1mm with thread protector.

Mauser type action in a laminate stock with detachable steel box magazine. Sling swivels. Heel of stock chipped with 

a small piece missing. Fitted bases, rings and Bushnell 3-9x40 scope  - £495 (used)

Ardesa .69 calibre muzzle loading black powder cannon on a dark wood carriage - £250 (used)

Barrel showing areas of worn finish. Section 1 Firearms License required

Uberti 1873 Competition rifle in .357 Magnum. 20" Octagonal barrel, case colour hardened receiver, deep black

metal finish, very nice wood and a factory short stroke kit. A very slick under lever rifle to rival any Marlin!

£1100 (new) IN STOCK

3" chamber, single trigger and barrel selector. Complete with 5 chokes and almost unused - £350

butt plate and trigger guard. Right hand cheek riser, mushroom palm support, loading drop tube, loading rod / rammer.

heavy 30" barrel going from octagonal to round. Adjustable target sights, adjustable trigger, hooked butt with scrolled
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Enfield style Indian .68 smooth bore two band musket with captive ramrod, barrel stopper, nipple protector and display

stand (not shown). Simple notched rear sight and post front sight. Possibly assembled for the tourist market, but very
nicely screwed together and an atractive display piece - £500 (used)

Mossberg 351KA .22LR semi-auto rifle fitted with Mossberg 4 power scope and iron sights. Very nice condition rifle

with tubular magazine loaded through the butt-stock. 21" barrel - £250 (used)

Ruger 10-22 Target Lite Model. 22LR semi-auto rifle with 16" light weight barrel, threaded 1/2"x28 UNEF.

BX-25 trigger with 2.5 to 3lbs pull weight, 10 round rotary magazine, Ruger scope rail, butt spacer for length

adjustment, ambi laminate stock with forend vents. A compact, balanced, light and easy handling rifle.

£750 (new)

Swing Mk4 .308 Winchester target rifle. 33" stainless and fluted Krieger barrel with a round count of 900. Chambered with 

a long throat for 200 to 220g bullets. 1:10 twist rate. Fultons laminate stock with adjustable height butt-plate and adjustable

separately -  rifle £850 (used) ---- SOLD ----

Winchester Stealth .308 bolt action rifle with heavy 26" barrel, reduced to a spigot at the muzzle and fitted with a Roedale

Precision clamp on muzzle brake. Mauser type action with wing safety and blind box magazine in a synthetic stock. 30mm

split rings and a Richter Optik 8x56 fixed power scope. Fitted bipod. The rifle has previously been coated with EC equipment

paint that has then been removed but visible traces remain throughout - £350 (used)

Spanish Armas 12-bore side by side non-ejector shotgun. 27.5" barrels with fixed chokes at 3/4 & 1/2. Double trigger.

LOP is 14" & 13 1/4". In decent shape and tight on the face with clean bores - £200 (used)

Marlin XS7 .243 bolt action rifle. 22" barrel, threaded 1/2"x20 UNF for moderator. 4 Round capacity. Fitted picatinny rail for scope mounting.

 Black Synthetic stock - £350 (New)

cheek riser. Forend accessory rail and bipod. Bloomfield scope rail fitted. Night force scope NOT Included, but available
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Browning T-Bolt .17HMR rifle with 16" heavy stainless barrel, threaded 1/2"x20 UNF and fitted with a Wildcat

Evolution .17HMR sound moderator. Grey laminate stock, one magazine, scope bases, sling swivels & sling.

£500 - used

set trigger option, fitted sling swivels. Supplied with a set of 1" steel scope rings - £900 (new)

Rossi Puma .357 under lever rifle with colour cased hardened receiver and 20" round barrel. Walnut furniture.

Fitted with a Pearsons picatinny scout rail and a Sun Optics x4 long eye relief scope. Front sight fitted, rear sight 

supplied with rifle - £600 (used)

Parkemy Spanish 12 bore double trigger side by side shotgun with 27.5" barrels and choked half and full. Wood faded and barrels 

showing light rust spotting externally. Tight action. No warranty with this shotgun - £100 (used)

Brno Model 2 .22LR bolt action rifle with 24" barrel threaded 1/2"x20 UNF and 10 round steel magazine. Fitted with scope rings and a Walther 3-9 x 40 AO scope. Iron 

sights remain but rear sight ramp and blade not present. Hogs back type stock - £200 (used)

Hatsan Estcort Raider Section One 12-bore semi auto magazine fed shotgun. 24" barrel with 5 extended mutli-chokes,

fitted with picatinny rail for optics and ghost ring type adjustable iron sights. Supplied with carry handle type sight (not

CZ 527 .300 AAC Blackout bolt action carbine with textured synthetic stock and 5 round detachable magazine.

Factory threaded 5/8"x24UNEF for moderator or muzzle brake (not included). Mini Mauser type action with 

shown) and a 5 round magazine (optional 10 round mag shown in photo) - £500 (new)
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Euro Arms Stainless Steel Remington 1858 Model in .44 calibre. Target model with adjustable sights and

a better grade octagonal barrel. Indexes and locks up well, very little cylinder float and a decent trigger.

with fixed choke of CYL & 1/2. 14 1/2" length of pull. Lightly restored with sleeved and reproofed barrels
£400 (used)

£350 (used)

Anschutz Match 64 bolt action single shot target rifle with 26" barrel and adjustable butt pad. Complete with target front and rear sights and fitted with a full 

length forend accessory rail. Adjustable trigger. Right Handed - £400 (used) 

Charles Rosson (Derby) side by side 12 bore double trigger ejector with 26" barrel. 2 1/2" chambers 

Ruger M77/22 .22 Magnum bolt action rifle with 20" barrel, threaded 1/2"x20 UNF. Mini-Mauser type action with three position 

wing safety and a removable rotary magazine. Two small pressure marks to the stock, otherwise a new and fairly rare rifle.

Rifle with Ruger scope rings, excluding moderator £550 (new). Minox ZA5 1.5-8x32 Duplex Scope £300

Marlin No.32 Standard 1875 tip up 5 shot .32 Rimfire revolver with most finish remaining. Dark wood grips,
 3" barrel. Offered under Section 58(2) as a curio and ornament - £600 (used) ---- SOLD ----

Thompson Centre Arms .45 Calibre 12"barrel Scout single shot, in-line muzzle loading percussion pistol. Only made for a number of years and quite unusual, 

especially a hardly used example, boxed, with its accessories and its original manual - £595 (used). Additional .54 calibre barrel also avaiable for £100.
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shot big game rifle. Supplied boxed with sling swivels - £1325 (New)

and sight rail with the provision for the included 1" Ruger scope rings. Lovely blued finish and nice wood to this classic single

Marlin Model 60SN semi-auto .22LR rifle with 19"heavy barrel and tube fed 14 shot magazine. Adjustable iron sights and 3/8" dovetail receiver rail

NOT included - £375 (new)

moderator. Laminate thumbhole stock (RH), 10 round magazine, ball bolt handle cover, sling studs.

BRAND NEW - Ruger No.1 Tropical single shot falling block rifle in .375 H&H Magnum. 22" barrel with adjustable iron sights

£900 (ex-display) - SCOPE AND MOUNT NOT INCLUDED

with fitted Deltabrake. Heavy synthetic stock with adjustable cheek piece and quick adjuster wheels. 

Savage B-Mag .17 Winchester Super Magnum rifle with 22" heavy stainless barrel threaded 1/2"x20. Synthetic stock

to the stock (hammered silver plates with basic decoration). An interesting display piece with the unusual rotary action breech block and external

for scope mounting. Fitted in an SVD style synthetic stock and also supplied with the original standard synthetic stock. A brand new rifle. Scope is

Austro-Hungarian 11mm Werndl M1867 rotary breech hammer action rifle. A well used and slightly bruised example showing expedient local repairs

Hammerli TAC R1 .22LR semi auto rifle with 20 round magazine. AR15 style layout and contols with quad rail forend, barrel threaded 1/2"x28 UNEF for muzzle 

brake (supplied) or moderator. Flat toprail fitted with flip up sights and allowing any optic to be fitted. Bolt speed adjustment last round hold open. Tested with 

CCI and Eley HV ammunition with good results - £499 (new)-

Moulded tactical style forend with side picatinny rails. 10 round magazine and picatinny scope rail.

Haenal Jaeger 10 VSP (Varmint Sporter Pro) .308 rifle with 20" mid weight barrel (19mm OD), threaded 15x1mm

CZ455 .22LR bolt action rifle with heavy 16" barrel, threaded 1/2"x20 UNF and fitted with an ASE Wave sound

Mossberg 500 Stealth 20-bore moderated shotgun with 26" vent rib barrel (plus moderator). Black synthetic
furniture, 3" chamber, sling and vented recoil pad. Section 2 shotgun, so 2+1 shot.
£495 (lightly used) ---- SOLD ----

and eight round rotary magazine. Fitted scope bases and adjustable Accu-trigger - £595 (new) 
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4.5-14 Legend Ultra HD Mil-dot scope, bases and mounts. Detachable magazine - £900 (used). Butt bag not included

scope bases and threaded at the muzzle- ideal for a Safari themed display! - £300

Titan 6 stainless steel 22" barrel Left Hand 25-06 sporting rifle with Hardy Gen V sound moderator and fitted with a Bushnell

threaded for sound moderator. Period side fixing scope mount and fixed power Tasco scope - £150 (used)

DEACTIVATED Parker Hale style Mauser actioned bolt action sporting rifle with 24" barrel. Rifle was originally a Brocock

A modern take on the lever action rifle that you will either love or hate, but real fun to shoot and certainly

something different. AR15 type butt stock with adjustable cheek piece and rubber butt pad. Forend with

Mossberg Model 464 SPX Tactical under lever rifle in .30-30 calibre, with 16" barrel and hi-viz iron sights.

forward picatinny rails at 3,6 and 9 o'clock - £500 (used)

Winchester Model 74 semi auto rifle in .22 SHORT. Feds from a 20 round tube magazine, barrel length 24", iron sights,

£1400 (used)

Omark Sportco 44 single shot 7.62x51mm Australian target rifle. 26" barrel with Parker Hale tunnel front 

bi-pod & spigot adaptor, barrel & receiver ceracoted, adjustable cheek piece, length of pull spacers.

air cartridge rifle and has been deactivated to current EU Specification, with certificate. Bolt cycles and rifle dry fires. Fitted 

Scope and mount not included but available - rifle and target sights only - £300 (used)

version of the 10-22 take down model. Threaded 1/2"x28 UNEF with interchangable stock riser and fitted
Ruger 10-22 Take Down Lite semi auto .22LR rifle - GREEN EDITION! Rare new 16" Lite shrouded barrel 

factory case. Upgraded already with auto bolt release plate, poly bolt buffer and extended charging handle
fitting. Quality Weigand Combat picatinny rail instead of the standard Ruger item - £650 (new/demo)

sight and Parker Hale rear target sight and bracket (not fitted). Reciever grooved for scope mounting.

Remington 700 Custom in 6.5mm Creedmoor. 28" fluted Krieger barrel, threaded 5/8"x18 UNF and fitted with 

a pepper pot type muzzle brake. Weaver scope rail, KRG bolt knob, Timney Calvin trigger, AICS chassis, Atlas
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Black Ops Soul Quantico .177 break barrel air rifle with adjustable stock, picatinny rail and hi-viz iron sights

£80 (used)

STEEL PROOFED (HIGHER PRESSURE)

FOREND GRIP / BIPOD

2 3/4" OR 3" CARTRIDGES

Henry Long Ranger lever action centre fire rifle with 20" barrel and supplied with Skinner sight bases.

grooved for scope mounting. Seven shot magazine and synthetic stock - £200 (used) 

Stoeger X20 Suppressed .22 break barrel air rifle. Ambidextrous stock. Walther 4-12x50 CI scope with

£650 (used)

Schmidt Rubin straight pull .22LR single shot training/target rifle, with 23" barrel, adjustable rear sight

and eared front sight. Semi pistol grip stock and shortened forend.

front parallax adjustment and scope mounts - £240 (used)

FULL LENGTH TOP RAIL

Geared 6 lug rotary bolt system, rubber butt pad. In stock in .308 with 4 shot magazine and 1 in 10 twist rate 

and auto bolt release plate - £325 (used)

12 BORE SEMI AUTO MAGAZINE FEED BULLPUP SECTION ONE SHOTGUN

32" BARREL, 41" OVERALL LENGTH, 3 5 AND 10 ROUND MAGAZINES

MUZZLE FINISHERS AND CHOKES 

Marlin 925 .22LR bolt action rifle. 22" barrel threaded 1/2"x20 UNF. Fitted with open sights and receiver

LEFT HAND SIDE CHARGING HANDLE

FOR SALE - ….. Now for sale DEMO VERSION, unshot with case and 4 mags £800

Ruger 10-22 semi-auto .22LR rifle with 18.5" stainless barrel, threaded 1/2"x20 UNF with thread protector, adjustable

iron sights, Ruger scope rail (picatinny/dovetail combination), sling swivels, 10 round magazine, grey laminate stock

FLIP UP SIGHTS

£1000 - New
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SMK 19-18 .22 Calibre break barrel air rifle with open sights. 

A great little springer - and ideal starter or garden gun

Appearing hardly used - £85

CZ452 .17HMR bolt action rifle with 22" stainless barrel, threaded 1/2"x29 UNF and fitted with an A-Tec CMM sound moderator.

Black synthetic stock with 5 round magazine and sling swivels. Fitted scope rings and a Tasco 3-9x50 scope. Little used with under

300 rounds fired - £350 (used) ---- SOLD ----

and controls. Supplied cased with cleaning kit and accessories - £1900 (new)

set blade for 100m and a leaf for 300m. Mauser type bolt with butterknife handle. Complete with case from Edward Whistler of 

picatinny accessory rail for a bipod. £1250 - used

Mannlicher Schoenaur M1903 Take-down rifle in 6.5x54 calibre. 22" barrel with adjustable front sight and rear iron sight with 

charging handle, ambi T handle and two 10 round magazines (spare in butt). Nice two stage trigger and quality components

Schmiesser .223 straight pull AR type rifle with 1:9 twist heavy bull barrel. Long free float forend, easily removable side

Sabatti Tactical Scout rifle in 6.5mm Creedmoor. 20" barrel with Multi Radial Rifling, complete with muzzle brake.

Tikka M595 .223 Rifle with 22" stainless Bartlien barrel, long throated for 77 grain bullets, threaded 17x1mm and fitted with a

Wildcat predator 12 moderator. Tier one 20 MOA rail, large bolt handle. Detachable magazine. McMillan marbled stock. Front

the Strand, leather sling and cleaning pull through. Butt plate trap with cleaning rods inside. All presented in a very nice and 

original condition. Initials applied to case and cheek piece - £800 (used) ---- SOLD ----

Free float thumbhole stock with adjustable cheek riser and spacers for length of pull. Forend picatinny accessory rail.

20MOA scope rail, oversize tactical bolt knob and 10 round magazine. Supplied with factory hard case.

£800 (new). Also in stock in 6.5x47mm Lapua 

magazine and flip up sights. 30 round magazines available. In stock in Black at £825 or ALPINE WHITE at £850

Kriss Vector CRB .22LR semi-auto rifle with 16" barrel, threaded 1/2"x28 UNEF and supplied with adjustable stock, 10 round
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Carl Gustafs 6.5x55mm Mauser with 24" barrel in a synthetic sporter style stock and fitted with scope rail base, rings and a

Burris x6 power Fullfield Scope - £250 (used)

Mauser Chileno Model 1895 rifle in 7x57mm, manufactured by Loewe, Berlin. Sporterised during it's long life with the forend 

reduced and the top wood removed. Weaver type scope bases fitted to the receiver and an S&K scout mount fitted to replace 

the rear sight. Modern adjustable rear sight fitted to rear scope base and a Sun Optics 2-7 power long eye relief scope mounted

on the scout mount. Left hand Tourbon cheek riser / ammo caddy. Not one for the purists! - £450 - (used)

Mossberg Model 500 pump action .410 shotgun with 24" vent rib barrel, fixed full choke. Mid brass bead sight and globe type front bead

sight. 14" length of pull, rubber recoil pad and tang mounted safety. Restricted to 3 shot so a Section 2 shotgun available on SGC. Will take

2 1/2" to 3" cartridges - £550 (new)

Ardesa Vortek .50 in-line muzzle loading rifle. Synthetic stock with 30" heavy nickel finish barrel and hi-viz adjustable sights. Break open

action using 209 shotgun primers. Complete with loading rod and accessories - £250 (used) ---- SOLD ----

Brno .22LR 2-E-H Model bolt action rifle with 24" barrel, threaded 1/2"x20 UNF. Adjustable iron sights, 5 round magazine, Hog's back

stock with sling swivels, thread protector. Fitted with mounts and a 3-9x40 Hawke scope - £250 (used)

Remington 700 .223 bolt action rifle with 24" barrel, threaded, muzzle brake. Fitted scope bases & rings with a Bushnell 223 BDC 4.5-18x40

scope. Fitted bipod & sling - £550 (used) ---- SOLD ----

CZ 452 2E-ZKM bolt action .22LR rifle in synthetic and nickel finish with a 17" barrel, screw cut 1/2"x20 UNF and fitted with a sound moderator.

10 round magazine & bipod included - £375 (used) ---- SOLD ----

Italian .44 calibre black powder revolver - Colt 1851 Navy type with detachable shoulder stock, powder flask and wooden case. Manufactured

in 1982 with a 12" octagonal barrel and fixed sights, brass frame. Still tight, indexes and locks up correctly. Good clear rifling.

£250 (used) ---- the stock on it's own is over £250 new! ---- RESERVED ----
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Hatsan Escort 3 shot pump action shotgun (Section 2) with 26" vent rib barrel , front bead sight. Multichoke, with one choke supplied and fitted.

£250 (used) ---- SOLD ----

Brno Model Z301 over and under 12-bore shotgun with top bar lock. 27.5" barrel, fixed chokes (3/4 & Full). Double trigger, low vent rib, brass bead 

front sight, sling swivels, decorated side plates. LOP 14" mid triggers - 2 3/4" chambers - £250 (used)

Uberti SAA Cattleman .44 black powder muzzle (cylinder) loading revolver with 4 3/4" barrel. Supplied in plastic hard case with loading press, appearing

almost unused - £350 (used) ---- SOLD ----

ISSC MK22 BY TOLMAR Co2 BLOW-BACK

20 SHOT

£95 (new)

£95 (ex display)

TANFOGLIO GOLD CUSTOM Co2 BLOW-BACK 

20 SHOT WITH SIGHT RAIL
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Desert Tech HTI .50BMG bolt action rifle with 29" heavy fluted barrel and muzzle brake. Additional .375CT barrel and bolt conversion. Both

complete with one 5 round magazine for each calibre. A full kit including a Desert Tech soft case. Also included are 75 rounds of tracer ammo,

75 rounds of commercial ammo, 200 tracer heads, 130 mixed heads (solids, A-Tip & Lapua), 150 primed and unfired cases, Hornady .50BMG 

loading press, full set of RCBS .50 dies and shell holder. Desert Tech cheek rest and replacement cheek rest pads.

.50 BMG rifle - round count = 270 rounds (good for an additional 1500 plus rounds)

.375CT Conversion barrel - round count = 962 rounds (almost no visible fire cracking and a small amount of throat erosion, circa 4mm)

If purchased new all this would be over £15,000 

Saiga Izhmash 7.62x54R straight pull Dragunov SVD rifle with 24" barrel and fixed muzzle brake. Adjustable iron sights, Dragunov bi-pod, sling,

rubber recoil butt pad, padded cheek piece, laminated furniture, 1 x 5 round magazine, 1 x 10 round magazine, cleaning kit, POSP 8x42 Scope and

rubber eye shield extension. Stainless steel bolt carrier.  Approx 1000 rounds from new - £2500 (used) ---- SOLD ----

PLEASE ASK IF ADDITIONAL PHOTOGRAPHS ARE REQUIRED OF ANY ITEM

STOCK SUBJECT TO CONSTANT CHANGE, SO PLEASE CHECK BEFORE TRAVELLING TO VIEW

IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR SOMETHING THAT YOU DON'T SEE THEN PLEASE ENQUIRE, AS NOT ALL STOCK IS LISTED HERE ALL THE TIME

CPG DESIGN - 01354 697764 OR 0777 1641 747 Email: cpgdesign@aol.com Website: www.cpgdesign.co.uk
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